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My purpose
• How to build the impact investing market drawing
lessons from the UK
• Government leadership and policy reforms despite
changes in government
• Redefinition of public and private domains and new
forms of partnerships
• What private capital can do
• It’s more than money: change values, rules, socioeconomic structures

• Brief reference to EU and questions to address

UK Vision
We’ve got a great idea here that can transform
our societies, by using the power of finance to
tackle the most difficult social problems.
Problems that have frustrated government after
government, country after country, generation
after generation. Issues like drug abuse, youth
unemployment, homelessness and even global
poverty. The potential for social investment is
that big. So I want to make it a success in
Britain and I want to sell it all over the world.

David Cameron, UK Prime Minister at the Launch of the G8 social impact investing
taskforce, June 2013
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Market growth
and key players
With recognised
traditional investors
such as Barclays,
UBS and JP Morgan
entering the market
we are starting to
see Impact
investment
strategies enter the
mainstream.

Some figures on
the UK market
• Market Growth (BSC)
• 2015 - £1.5bn
• 2016 – £1.9bn (30% increase)

• SIB Market (Social Finance)
• £43.4m raised
• 49,000 ‘lives touched’
• 40 SIBs mainly on job inclusion,
housing/homelessness and child and family welfare

UK ambition
The UK Government
recognises the value
of both impact and
sustainable
investment, and is
actively working to
grow the market over
the next 10 years.

Report of the UK National Advisory Board on Impact Investing October 2017

Building Market
infrastructure

Key reforms
Government action is needed at the outset to lay the foundations for
an effective social impact market
• Public and private organisations must have capacity to provide
accurate data on costs and outcomes
• Government dept for policy coordination
• New legal forms for companies and funds
• Right to bid and impact included in public tenders as competitive
advantage
• Capabilities for commissioners (public authorities), bidders (both
for profit and not for profit) and financial intermediaries
• New investment platforms (eg crowdfunding) and incentives (eg
tax breaks for all types of investors

SIB – flagship
project
To address public
issues which the state
and single
organisations haven’t
been able to tackle

To shift risks on
private investors, who
accept to be repaid if
and only if a certain
outcome is achieved
and to anchor
financial returns to
results achieved
(payment by success)

A Social Impact
Bond (SIB):
is a contract with the
public sector or
governing authority,
whereby it pays for
better social outcomes in
certain areas and passes
on part of the savings
achieved to investors.

To allow for clear and
relatively rapid
measurement of the
cost of a certain social
issues and the
savings/surplus
generated by the
proposed solution

To promote
innovative solutions
developed by the
private sector (for
profit or non) which
require capital to be
implemented/scaled

To be promoted by a
public or private
commissioner willing
to buy outcomes
achieved

SIB
Peterborough 1
The world’s first SIB was launched in the Peterborough, UK in 2010 designed to cut reoffending rates of
short term prisoners
• Cost of reoffending: between £9 – 13bn per year in the UK
• SIB developed and promoted by Social Finance (2010 - 2016)
• To be applied on 3 cohorts of 1000 short-term prisoners + control group
• £5million risk capital invested by 17 organisations
• Backed by the Ministry of Justice
• Support services provided by St Giles Trust, Sova, Ormiston Families, YMCA and MIND which set-up
the One Service
• Independent evaluators: Qinetiq, Leicester University, Rand
• In 2014 re-offending rate reduced by 8.4%, not sufficient to trigger the first payment, for which a 10%
reduction would have been necessary
• In 2016 re-offending rate reduced by 9,6%, sufficient to achieve the total 7.5% reduction rate across
all the cohorts (9% reduction overall)
• Investors repaid in full with a 3% per annum return, but programme suspended after two years and
replaced by the ‘Transforming Rehabilitation program

SIB
Peterborough 2
An SIB in reality is
made up with a
range of contractual
and operational
relationships
between a range of
commissioners,
funders, providers
and assessors.

ESF and Impact
Investing
Liverpool City Region Fund:
• Total size of £2m, £1m from EU and £1m from Social
Investment Business;
• Planned to invest the full £2m by end 2016
―However only succeeded in funding £1.25m, in large
part due to limits placed on who it could invest in by
EU regulation;
• Invested in 8 social enterprises – too early to accurately
measure social outcomes, but it did create 75 jobs;
• Failed to attract private investors.

Reality check

Total size of
UK Impact
investment
market in
2016 £1.9bn

Total value
philantropic
donations in
the UK in
2016:
£9.7bn

Annual UK
expenditure
on beer
£17bn

Annual
public costs
for National
Health
System:
£300bn

Cumulative
market cap
of the FTSE
100: £2.05tn

Lessons & open
questions
• The UK case in building the impact investing market:
• New Labour invented impact investing, the financial crisis accelerated it,
Brexit killed it;
• Complex, long journey; government’s leadership; emerging, complex and
diversified ecosystem; much room for innovation;
• Very little role played by European funding.

• Still some fundamental questions on the social contract have to be
addressed:
• How are the public and private sectors roles changing and can they
really partner?
• What benefits and unintended consequences does the commodification
of social values (and related goods) bring?

… for further discussion contact me on
filippo.addarii@plusvalue.org
@filippoaddarii
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